
Attention: Mr. Dennis Kwok

TESTIMONIAL

I had been attached to DK OUTSOURCE for 7 weeks of internship from 1 March 2010 to 17 April 2010. When I 
first knew that I was going to do QS for the attachment, I was rather nervous as I was not good at QS and 
thought that QS is a very difficult job and I was not going to like it. However, everything went well and turned 
out to be a whole lot better than what I’ve expected.

The staffs at DK OUTSOURCE are very friendly, and I had acquired lots of new skills and knowledge from my 
mentor, Madel. What I had learned from my mentor changed my perspective towards QS and in actual fact, QS 
is not as difficult and complicated as what I’ve thought it would turn out to be.  As the time went by, I got the 
hang of it.

The journey for site visit was rather fun though the weather was rather hot. Mr Dennis brought me to a few 
different site, semi-detached, detached condo, steel structure at HDB flat and lastly eco-park. I had gained extra 
knowledge from Mr Dennis. For the new building, there will be a step back for future road expansion. For some 
column there will be a rain water pipe which is inside the column, hence for this kind of column, the width 
usually will be wider. 

The most interesting part of the site visit was at the eco-park. There will be ‘eco-toilet’ built in the eco- park. 
The design was design in a way such that there will be no flush and all the waste will be filter off. I was rather 
curious about how are they going to take out/transfer the waste to . The roof of the toilet is a green roof, 
organic plants will be planted at the roof.  I like the concept of the eco-park as they re-use the tree trunk to 
make into benches. Wish to take a look of the toilet after the eco-park officially open.

Lastly I would like to thank Mr. Dennis Kwok, my mentor and all the staffs for their teaching and patience 
towards me ever since the day I started attachment till this very day.  

Thank you.
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